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Colonoscopic polypectomy is effective in decreasing the incidence and mortality of colorectal cancer (CRC). Premalignant 
polyps discovered during colonoscopy are associated with the risk of metachronous advanced neoplasia. Postpolypectomy 
surveillance is the most important method for managing advanced metachronous neoplasia. A more efficient and evidence-
based guideline for postpolypectomy surveillance is required because of the limited medical resources and concerns regarding 
colonoscopy complications. In these consensus guidelines, an analytic approach was used to address all reliable evidence to 
interpret the predictors of CRC or advanced neoplasia during surveillance colonoscopy. The key recommendations state that 
the high-risk findings for metachronous CRC following polypectomy are as follows: adenoma ≥ 10 mm in size; 3 to 5 (or more) 
adenomas; tubulovillous or villous adenoma; adenoma containing high-grade dysplasia; traditional serrated adenoma; sessile 
serrated lesion containing any grade of dysplasia; serrated polyp of at least 10 mm in size; and 3 to 5 (or more) sessile serrated 
lesions. More studies are needed to fully comprehend the patients who are most likely to benefit from surveillance colonoscopy 
and the ideal surveillance interval to prevent metachronous CRC. (Intest Res 2023;21:20-42)
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INTRODUCTION

Colonoscopy is currently a key diagnostic modality for colorec-

tal cancer (CRC) screening and establishing a treatment strat-

egy. CRC remains one of the leading causes of cancer-related 

deaths worldwide, despite a decreasing trend in its incidence 

and mortality owing to the development of screening meth-

ods and prevention programs.1 Screening methods to prevent 

CRC have been presented in various national cohort studies. 

Among various methods, colonoscopic polypectomy, which 

involves the removal of colorectal polyps using colonoscopy, 

is reportedly the most effective method for reducing CRC inci-

dence and CRC-related mortality.2,3 Patients with colorectal 

polyps are at a high risk of developing colorectal polyps and 

CRC in the future; thus, appropriate surveillance using colo-

noscopy after colorectal polyp resection is instrumental.4,5 Ad-

ditionally, the significance of colonoscopic surveillance lies 

not only in detecting metachronous polyps but also in the ad-

ditional detection of colorectal lesions not detected by index 

colonoscopy.

 In South Korea, fecal occult blood tests have been adopted 

as a national test to screen for CRC. However, colonoscopy 

has already been considered for CRC screening because of 

the characteristics of the healthcare environment in Korea, 

defined by its high accessibility and utility of health services, 

leading to a remarkable increase in the diagnosis and resec-

tion of colorectal polyps.6 Although there is no doubt regard-

ing the importance of postpolypectomy colonoscopic surveil-

lance, the method may have a marginal effect on prevention 

compared to a screening colonoscopy, and the likelihood of 

complications from colonoscopy is also present. Therefore, 

guidelines for the optimal practice of postpolypectomy colo-

noscopic surveillance, which maximize the benefits and mini-

mize the possible damage, are required.2,7,8 To establish Korea-

specific guidelines, the Korean Society of Gastroenterology, 

the Korean Society of Gastrointestinal Endoscopy, the Korean 

Association for the Study of Intestinal Diseases, and the Kore-

an Society of Abdominal Radiology jointly organized a multi-

society Taskforce Committee to develop national guidelines 

for colorectal polyp treatment. The Korean Guidelines for Post-

polypectomy Colonoscopic Surveillance were first published 

in 2012 and were distributed to health professionals for use in 

clinical practice.9 Since establishing the first Korean guidelines, 

many studies have reported postpolypectomy colonoscopic 

surveillance, necessitating a revision of the existing Korean 

guidelines to reflect and incorporate additional evidence and 

reports. The revised edition of the Korean Guidelines for Post-

polypectomy Colonoscopic Surveillance was developed by 

adapting 3 international guidelines that have been recently re-

vised and released.10-12 In this way, we aimed to present revised, 

evidence-based guidelines, which can be used as a useful ref-

erence to determine the timing and interval of colonoscopic 

surveillance based on the assumption that the patient under-

went a high-quality index colonoscopy conducted by a spe-

cialist in treating colorectal polyps. For major recommenda-

tions in the revised guidelines, CRC incidence and mortality 

were set as the primary endpoints. The risk of developing meta-

chronous advanced neoplasia, which was set as a key endpoint 

in the previous guidelines, was considered a secondary end-

point. Estimates of benefits and risks were comprehensively 

considered in the revised guidelines. However, the revised guide-

lines exclude recommendations for follow-up of hereditary 

CRC (e.g., hereditary non-polyposis CRC and familial adeno-

matous polyposis), inflammatory bowel disease, and serrated 

polyposis syndrome. Additionally, these guidelines do not take 

precedence over clinical evaluations made by physicians tak-

ing into consideration various factors related to the patients 

and healthcare environment in real-world clinical practice. 

Nevertheless, these guidelines are expected to serve as useful 

and complementary references in clinical settings.

PROCESS OF GUIDELINE DEVELOPMENT

The guidelines are applied to all patients (both men and wom-

en, including those with comorbidities) who have undergone 

colonoscopy and have had polyps removed. The Guidelines 

Development Committee and Taskforce Committee include 

gastroenterologists and methodological experts as members 

to develop a revised edition of existing guidelines (Supple-

mentary Material 1). By selecting reference guidelines through 

a systematic literature review and meta-analysis using a sys-

tematic process, the final guidelines were adapted for the de-

velopment of this guideline. The guidelines developed in this 

study will be revised within the next 5 years, although early re-

vision may be necessary in case of significant changes in the 

evidence base for the condition.

1. Development Procedure
The guidelines were developed based on the Guidance for the 

Development of Clinical Practice guidelines ver. 1.0, as pub-

lished by the National Evidence-based Healthcare Collaborat-

ing Agency (Supplementary Material 2). The Guidelines Devel-
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opment Committee held its first meeting on July 6, 2020, and 

discussed the direction of revision for the existing guidelines.

 The guideline development process consists of 3 stages: 

planning, development, and finalization. The planning stage 

consisted of (1) selecting the key themes of the guideline, (2) 

reviewing the existing guidelines, (3) establishing a develop-

ment plan, and (4) selecting key questions. The development 

stage consisted of (5) searching for evidence, quality assess-

ment, and synthesis; (6) writing recommendations, determin-

ing the strength of recommendation; and (7) drawing consen-

sus. The finalization stage consisted of an external review and 

publication of the final guidelines.

1) Selection of Key Questions

The Task Force Committee, consisting of 9 members, reviewed 

3 guidelines developed in the US (US Multi-Society Task Force 

[USMSTF]), Europe (European Society of Gastrointestinal En-

doscopy [ESGE]), and the UK (British Society of Gastroenter-

ology [BSG]). First, 12 related themes were selected. Detailed 

key questions were determined while taking into consider-

ation the patient population (P), intervention (I), comparator 

(C), and outcome (O). Thus, the key questions that represent 

the building blocks of the recommendations are presented as 

PICO questions (Supplementary Material 2).

2) Search and Selection of Guidelines

The search for related literature was conducted by 2 taskforce 

members, using keyword terms for the guidelines. The major 

sources used for literature search included the international 

search engines PubMed, OVID-EMBASE, and Cochrane librar-

ies. A total of 503 guidelines published after 2015 were retrieved 

after excluding duplicates. After reviewing the titles and abstracts, 

55 articles were selected. By reviewing the original texts of the 

articles, 3 guidelines that satisfied the following 3 conditions 

were finally selected: (1) guidelines including PICO that matched 

the key questions; (2) evidence-based guidelines that included 

the report of a systematic literature search and showed a clear 

connection between the recommendations and the support-

ing evidence; and (3) guidelines published in English (Supple-

mentary Materials 3 and 4).

3) Final Selection Process of the Guideline

Through a systematic literature review and inclusion/exclusion 

criteria, a quality assessment was conducted for the 3 gui delines 

published by the USMSTF, ESGE, and BSG. All of them were 

selected as guidelines for adaptation (Supplementary Materi-

als 5 and 6).10-12 Quality assessment of the guidelines was per-

formed based on the Korean Appraisal of Guidelines for Re-

search and Evaluation II (K-AGREE II). In addition to compre-

hensive evaluation, scope and purpose, the rigor of develop-

ment, stakeholder involvement, clarity of presentation, appli-

cability, and editorial independence were considered the key 

assessment domains.13 Quality assessment of the guidelines 

using the K-AGREE II was performed by 3 taskforce members 

per guideline, and items with a difference of more than a spec-

ified score among taskforce members were refined through 

re-review and consensus discussion. For the final selection of 

the guidelines, the rigor of development was considered with 

particular attention.

4) Writing Process of the Guideline

The recommendations and related evidence of the 3 guidelines 

selected by the Task Force Committee were comprehensively 

reviewed to derive the primary recommendations for key ques-

tions (Supplementary Material 7), and the acceptance and ap-

plicability of these recommendations were evaluated (Supple-

mentary Material 8 and 9). Subsequently, the opinions of all 

the members were collected, and the final recommendations 

were compiled. For the level of evidence for each key question, 

major foreign grading methodologies, such as the Scottish In-

tercollegiate Guidelines Network, Grading of Recommenda-

tions, Assessment, Development and Evaluation, and existing 

domestic clinical practice guidelines, were reviewed.14-17 After 

discussing with the Guidelines Development Committee, the 

level of evidence was divided into 4 levels, as shown in Table 1. 

To consider the level of evidence, the study design and quality 

assessment results of the selected literature were evaluated, 

and the consistency of the outcomes and precision of the evi-

dence (total number of subjects or confidence intervals [CIs] 

in the included articles) were considered to determine the lev-

el of evidence for each key question. The strength of the rec-

ommendation was divided into 4 levels: strong recommenda-

tion, conditional recommendation, not recommended, and 

inconclusive (Table 2). For the content that lacked evidence or 

required clinical interpretation, the task force members held a 

consensus discussion to reach an agreed conclusion. The level 

of evidence was divided into 5 levels, and the strength of rec-

ommendation was determined by considering the level of evi-

dence, benefits (such as clinical effects, increased patient satis-

faction, and quality of life), and harm (such as adverse events, 

increased use of unnecessary resources, and decreased pa-

tient satisfaction). For cases where quantitative synthesis of 
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evidence was judged to be possible, a meta-analysis was per-

formed, and the effect of a specific intervention on the out-

come was presented using relative risk (RR), each with a 95% 

CI. Rex version 3.5.0.2 (RexSoft Inc., Seoul, Korea; http://rex-

soft.org/) was used for meta-analysis, with the “meta” R pack-

age:

                                      (Q-df)
I2 (%) = 100 ×

       Q

 Here, the I2 value ranged between 0 and 100%. An I2 value 

< 25% indicated large homogeneity, an I2 of 25% to 50% indi-

cated low heterogeneity, an I2 of 50% to 70% indicated medi-

um heterogeneity, and an I2 ≥ 70% indicated high heterogene-

ity. The final strength of recommendation was determined by 

consensus of ≥ 80% of the members in principle but was ulti-

mately determined based on the consent of all members of 

the Taskforce Committee.

5) Consensus and Adoption of Recommendations

After drafting the statements, the drafts were sent to experts in 

the relevant field by e-mail for review in advance, and the nec-

essary modifications were made through teleconferencing. A 

modified Delphi technique was used for the revised statements 

to draw a consensus among multi-society and multi-institution-

al experts for final confirmation (Supplementary Material 2).

Table 2. Definition of Strength of Recommendation

Symbol Strength of 
recommendation Description

A Strong recommendation Considering the benefits and harms, level of evidence, values and preference, as well as resources of the 
intervention/examination, it is strongly recommended in most clinical situations.

B Conditional recommendation Considering that the use of the intervention/examination may vary depending on the clinical situations or values 
of patients/society, selective use or conditional selection of the intervention/examination is recommended.

C Not recommended The harm of the intervention/examination may outweigh the benefits and considering the clinical situations or 
values of patients/society, the use of the intervention/examination is not recommended.

I Inconclusive Considering the benefit and harm, level of evidence, values and preference, as well as resources required for 
the intervention/examination, the level of evidence is too low, the weighing of the benefit/harm is seriously 
indecisive, or the variability is large. Therefore, the use of the intervention/examination is not determined.

Table 1. Definition of Level of Evidence

Level of evidence Definition

High • Study design:
Intervention: The results are derived from randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or observational studies with control groups
Diagnosis: Diagnostic accuracy studies in the form of RCTs or cross-sectional cohort studies

• Considerations: There are no methodological concerns in terms of quality assessment of the evidence, and the evidence shows 
consistency with a sufficient level of precision; thus, the reliability of the synthesized results is considered high

Moderate • Study design: 
Intervention: The results are derived from RCTs or observational studies with control groups
Diagnosis: Diagnostic accuracy studies in the form of RCTs or cross-sectional cohort studies

• Considerations: There are slight concerns regarding the quality assessment, or consistency, or precision of the evidence; thus, 
the reliability of the synthesized result is considered moderate

Low • Study design: 
Intervention: Results are derived from observational studies with or without controls/comparators
Diagnosis: Diagnostic accuracy studies with a case-control design

• Considerations: There are serious concerns regarding the quality assessment, or consistency, or precision of the evidence; thus, 
the reliability of the synthesized result is considered low

Very low • Study design: 
Intervention: Observational studies without controls/comparators or studies consisting of evidence-based on expert opinions or 

reviews 
Diagnosis: Diagnostic accuracy studies with a case-control design

• Considerations: There are critical concerns regarding the quality assessment, or consistency, or precision of the evidence; thus, 
the reliability of the synthesized result is considered very low
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2. Terms and Definitions
In this guideline, based on the Korean Guidelines for Postpol-

ypectomy Colonoscopic Surveillance published in 2012, the 

most commonly used terms were defined as follows, after re-

ferring to domestic and foreign studies.9

 (1)  Postpolypectomy surveillance: Colonoscopy examina-

tion to detect synchronous and metachronous polyps 

for removal before becoming malignant after polypec-

tomy. This term excludes the use of colonoscopy or oth-

er examinations to monitor recurrence after CRC treat-

ment.

 (2)  Advanced adenoma: Adenomas ≥ 10 mm in size, with 

high-grade dysplasia/tubulovillous or villous adenoma.

 (3) Advanced neoplasia: Advanced adenoma or CRC.

 (4)  Serrated polyp: The umbrella term used to describe hy-

perplastic polyps, sessile serrated lesions (SSLs), and 

traditional serrated adenomas (TSA) based on the path-

ological diagnostic criteria.

 (5)  Index colonoscopy: Colonoscopy was performed most 

recently before the surveillance colonoscopy. Index colo-

noscopy refers to a high-quality examination performed 

with adequate bowel preparation by colonoscopists who 

have received supervised endoscopy training above a 

certain level.

 (6)  Adequate bowel preparation: There is no consensus re-

garding the definition of adequate bowel preparation. 

ESGE defines adequate bowel preparation as follows: 

Boston Bowel Preparation Scale ≥ 6, Ottawa Scale ≤ 7, or 

Aronchick Scale excellent, good, or fair.11,18

 (7)  High-quality examination: High-quality examination was 

defined based on various domestic and international 

guidelines and studies. Colonoscopy should be performed 

by a colonoscopist with an adequate adenoma detec-

tion rate (> 30% for men, > 20% for women). Patients un-

dergoing colonoscopy should also undergo adequate 

bowel preparation. Colonoscopy should be performed 

up to the cecum, and the appropriate location (entire 

cecum, ileocecal valve, and appendiceal orifice) should 

be determined. The examination was completed after 

observing the colonic mucosa during sufficient with-

drawal time.10,19,20

 (8)  Index adenoma: An adenoma that serves as the most 

fundamental reference for colonoscopic surveillance. 

Among the adenomas found at index colonoscopy, the 

adenoma with the most advanced pathological findings 

is set as the index adenoma; however, if the pathological 

findings are the same, the index adenoma refers to the 

largest adenoma.

3.  Limitations of the Revised Edition of the Korean 
Guidelines for Postpolypectomy Colonoscopic 
Surveillance

Most studies used as evidence in this guideline were performed 

in Western countries, and the number of studies with the Ko-

rean population was limited. Additionally, most foreign stud-

ies used evidence from observational studies rather than ran-

domized controlled trials (RCTs), which limited the quality of 

evidence for this guideline. Therefore, the task force undertook 

a Delphi meeting with clinical experts to treat colorectal pol-

yps to reflect the clinical setting in South Korea and explore 

metrics for treating colorectal polyps in clinical practice.

4. External Review
An external review was conducted with experts from the Ko-

rean Society of Coloproctology who did not directly partici-

pate in developing this guideline to objectively verify the pre-

pared draft. The outcomes of the external review can be found 

in the Supplementary Material 10. After the review, the final 

statements were prepared and compiled by the Taskforce 

Committee, documented after the final review by the Guide-

lines Development Committee, and the final version of the 

guidelines was confirmed through a final review by the com-

mittee.

5. Distribution and Implementation of the Guidelines
The present guidelines will be published on the websites of 

relevant societies for viewing. Additionally, this guideline sum-

marized the latest trends and global evidence on postpolypec-

tomy colonoscopic surveillance through a systematic literature 

review and was published in the journals of relevant societies. 

Guidelines can also be used on various social media channels. 

To promote the implementation of the guidelines, a presenta-

tion in conference sessions is being considered, and changes 

in treatment patterns after releasing this guideline will be mon-

itored. We aimed to monitor specific changes in treatment vol-

ume through open data sources, such as the Healthcare Big-

data Hub (https://opendata.hira.or.kr) or the Korea National 

Cancer Incidence Database.

6. Conflicts of Interest
All members who participated in developing the guidelines 
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cations of the applicable company were discussed. The authors 

received no financial support from institutions or organiza-

tions other than the Korean Society of Gastrointestinal Endos-

copy, the Korean Society of Gastroenterology, and the Korean 

Association for the Study of Intestinal Diseases.

SUMMARY OF RECOMMENDATIONS

The guidelines assessed several risk factors to be reflected in 

determining the postpolypectomy surveillance interval and 

presented an appropriate surveillance interval based on the 

identified risk factors. The details of this summary are present-

ed in Tables 3 and 4.

KEY QUESTIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

1. What Are the Risk Factors Related to CRC Incidence?

1)  Is the Size of Tubular Adenoma a Risk Factor to 

be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 1. Shortening of the colonoscopic surveillance 
interval should be considered in patients with tubular adeno-
mas ≥10 mm at index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Low)

Similar to the 2012 domestic guidelines, a comprehensive re-

view of studies reported since 2012 suggested that a large ade-

noma detected at index colonoscopy increased the future risk 

of advanced neoplasia development.9 However, mixed results 

were reported depending on the cutoff size of the adenoma 

(10 mm vs. 20 mm). Overall, studies have shown consistency 

in that the index colonoscopy findings of adenomas > 20 mm 

were associated with an increased risk of advanced neoplasia. 

However, with reference to the adenoma size (10 mm), there 

were disparities in the reported results. In a retrospective mul-

ticenter cohort study conducted in the UK in 2017 that in-

cluded 11,944 patients with intermediate-risk adenomas at 

index colonoscopy, surveillance colonoscopy was reported to 

reduce the risk of CRC incidence in the group with 1 to 2 ade-

nomas ≥ 10 mm in size or 3 to 4 adenomas < 10 mm in size. 

The protective effect of surveillance colonoscopy was pro-

nounced in patients with incomplete colonoscopy, poor bow-

Table 3. Key Questions Addressed in This Study

Key question

  1. Is the size of the tubular adenoma a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  2. Is the number of colorectal adenomas a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  3. Is a tubulovillous adenoma or a villous adenoma a more influential risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic 
surveillance interval compared to a tubular adenoma?

  4. Is a serrated polyp a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  5. Is a traditional serrated adenoma a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  6. Is histology of sessile serrated lesion with dysplasia a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  7. Is the size of a serrated polyp a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  8. Is the number of sessile serrated lesions a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

  9. Is piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps ≥20 mm in size a more influential risk factor, than en bloc resection of the polyps, that should be 
considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

10. Is a family history of colorectal cancer a risk factor that should be considered when shortening the colonoscopic surveillance interval?

11. For patients without colorectal cancer-related high-risk findings after resection of polyps, what is the appropriate timing and interval for 
colonoscopic surveillance?

12. For patients with colorectal cancer-related high-risk findings after resection of polyps, what is the appropriate timing and interval for colonoscopic 
surveillance?
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el preparation, adenomas with high-grade dysplasia or large 

adenomas ( ≥ 20 mm), and proximal polyps at index colonos-

copy.21 However, in patients without these findings at the in-

dex colonoscopy, the protective effect of surveillance colonos-

copy was not significant. In a study that analyzed the Polish 

national CRC screening program, patients with adenomas 

≥ 20 mm in size (standardized incidence ratio [SIR], 2.07; 95% 

CI, 1.40–2.93) or with high-grade dysplasia (SIR, 0.79; 95% CI, 

0.39–1.41) showed a significant increase in the risk of CRC.22 A 

study conducted in the UK in 2020 reported no significant in-

crease in future CRC incidence for adenomas with a size of 

10–19 mm compared to those with a size of < 10 mm (hazard 

ratio [HR], 1.30; 95% CI, 0.75–2.26).23 However, in a recent co-

hort study, the risk of future CRC increased in both cases of 

tubular adenoma (HR, 2.54; 95% CI, 1.39–4.64) and serrated 

polyps (HR, 2.82; 95% CI, 1.16–6.82) when the size was ≥ 10 

mm.24 In a case-control study conducted in the US, adenomas 

≥ 10 mm in size were significantly correlated with an increase 

in CRC incidence within 10 years of the examination (odds ra-

tio [OR], 2.38; 95% CI, 1.53–3.70).25 In summary, the risk of fu-

ture advanced neoplasia increases when a large adenoma is 

detected, and the risk increases with an increase in the size of 

adenoma at index colonoscopy. Since most studies considered 

10 mm as the reference value for adenoma size that indicates 

an increased risk of future CRC, and considering the recent re-

ports that the future advanced neoplasia increased in adeno-

mas with a size of 6 to 9 mm compared to those with a size of 1 

to 5 mm,26,27 we used 10 mm as the cutoff value in this guide-

line, instead of 20 mm.

2)  Is the Number of Colorectal Adenomas a Risk Factor That 

Should Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 2. Patients with 3 to 5 non-advanced adenomas 
(NAAs) removed at index colonoscopy have the probability 
of developing metachronous CRC and the risk of metachro-
nous advanced neoplasia; therefore, shortening the surveill-
ance interval should be considered. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommendation, 
Level of evidence: Moderate)

Based on the results of recent large cohort studies, Western 

guidelines state that 3 to 4 NAAs do not increase the risk of 

metachronous advanced neoplasia, as with the 1 to 2 NAAs 

detected at index colonoscopy.11,12,21,22,28 Although the BSG gui-

delines define ≥ 5 NAAs as high-risk findings related to meta-

chronous CRC,12 the USMSTF guidelines still consider ≥ 3 NAAs 

as high-risk adenomas, citing insufficient research evidence 

Table 4. Summary and Strength of Recommendations for Postpolypectomy Colonoscopic Surveillance

Index colonoscopy finding Interval of colonoscopic 
surveillance Strength of recommendation Level of evidence

Adenoma ≥10 mm in size 3 yr Conditional recommendation Low

No. of adenomasa

   3–4  3–5 yr Conditional recommendation Moderate

   5–10 3 yr Conditional recommendation Moderate

   >10 1 yr Conditional recommendation Moderate

Tubulovillous adenoma or villous adenoma 3 yr Strong recommendation Low

Adenoma with high-grade dysplasia 3 yr Strong recommendation Moderate

Traditional serrated adenoma 3 yr Conditional recommendation Low

A sessile serrated lesion with dysplasia 3 yr Conditional recommendation Very low

Serrated polyp ≥10 mm 3 yr Conditional recommendation Very low

No. of sessile serrated lesionsb

   3–4  3–5 yr Conditional recommendation Very low

   ≥5 3 yr Conditional recommendation Very low

Piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps  
≥20 mm in size

                      6 mo Strong recommendation Low

aOnly applicable when there are no other high-risk findings (≥10 mm in size, high-grade dysplasia, tubulovillous adenoma, or villous adenoma).
bOnly applicable when there are no other high-risk findings (≥10 mm in size, dysplasia).
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on the risk of metachronous advanced neoplasia in patients 

with 3 to 4 NAAs.10

 Therefore, a meta-analysis was performed on previous co-

hort studies that evaluated the risk of metachronous advanced 

neoplasia and CRC between groups with the removal of 3 or 

≥ 5 NAAs and those with the removal of 1 to 2 NAAs, without 

other high-risk findings at index colonoscopy. Among the stu-

dies included, there were differences in terms of patient eligi-

bility criteria, the number of surveillance attempts, and the 

duration of follow-up. It was also difficult to determine the sta-

tus of colonoscopy quality or use of high-definition endoscopy 

and the timing of surveillance. These studies also had different 

primary endpoints, making consistent comparison and analy-

sis challenging.21,26,29-38

Although there was statistical heterogeneity in the included 

studies, a meta-analysis of studies that included patients with 

1 to 2 NAAs (n = 27,638), ≥ 3 NAAs (n = 4,973), and ≥ 5 NAAs 

(n = 991) at index colonoscopy showed that during a mean 

follow-up duration of 4.9 years, the advanced neoplasia inci-

dence rates were 5.4%, 10.3%, and 10.0%, respectively (Supple-

mentary Fig. 1A). The RR of metachronous advanced neopla-

sia was 2.0 (95% CI, 1.78–2.26; P < 0.001; I2 = 0%) and 2.2 (95% 

CI, 1.35–3.73; P = 0.002; I2 = 62.2%), respectively, in the ≥ 3 NAAs 

or ≥ 5 NAAs group compared to the 1 to 2 NAAs group, indi-

cating a significant increase in the risk of metachronous ad-

vanced neoplasia (Supplementary Fig. 1B). Although there 

was a limitation in that only 3 retrospective cohort studies were 

included in the analysis, the RR of metachronous advanced 

neoplasia was 1.26 (95% CI, 1.05–1.52; P = 0.012; I2 = 0%) in the 

3 to 4 NAAs group compared to the 1 to 2 NAAs group, indi-

cating a statistical significance. In the ≥ 5 NAAs group com-

pared to the 3 to 4 NAAs groups, the RR of metachronous ad-

vanced neoplasia was 1.96 (95% CI, 0.97–3.96; P = 0.060; I2 =  

68.0%), suggesting a statistical tendency (Supplementary Ta-

ble 1).

 When a meta-analysis was conducted with the incidence 

and RR of metachronous CRC, the incidence of CRC was 0.2%, 

0.5%, and 0.1% in the 1 to 2 NAAs, ≥ 3 NAAs, and ≥ 5 NAAs 

groups, respectively (Supplementary Fig. 2A). The RR of meta-

chronous CRC was 1.80 (95% CI, 0.94–3.45; P = 0.077; I2 = 0%) 

and 2.36 (95% CI, 0.22–25.94; P = 0.481), respectively, in the ≥ 3 

NAAs and ≥ 5 NAAs groups compared to the 1 to 2 NAAs group. 

Thus, the RR of metachronous CRC increased with an increase 

in adenomas; however, the difference was not statistically sig-

nificant (Supplementary Fig. 2B). Additionally, the RR of meta-

chronous CRC was 2.66 (95% CI, 0.39–18.13; P = 0.317; I2 = 0%) 

in the 3 to 4 NAAs group compared to the 1 to 2 NAAs group, 

and the RR was 1.15 (95% CI, 0.14–9.29; P = 0.897; I2 = 0%) in 

the ≥ 5 NAAs group compared to the 3 to 4 NAAs group, which 

was not statistically significant (Supplementary Table 2).

 In summary, there was no statistically significant difference 

in the RR of metachronous CRC in the ≥ 3 or ≥ 5 NAAs group 

compared to that in the 1 to 2 NAAs group at index colonos-

copy; however, the RR of metachronous advanced neoplasia 

showed a significant increase. Although there was no statisti-

cal difference in the RR of metachronous CRC in the ≥ 5 NAAs 

group compared to the 3 to 4 NAAs group, the RR of metachro-

nous advanced neoplasia showed an increasing statistical ten-

dency. If studies on high-quality colonoscopy with high-defi-

nition endoscopy can be conducted and accumulated over 

time, meta-analyses should be performed to re-evaluate the 

risk of metachronous advanced neoplasia and CRC in the 3 to 

4 NAAs group.

 In patients aged < 60 years with ≥ 10 colorectal adenomas, 

≥ 60 years with ≥ 20 adenomas, or ≥ 10 adenomas with a fami-

ly history of CRC or polyposis, physicians must be careful since 

these patients have a risk of CRC above the average risk for 

hereditary CRC syndrome or serrated polyposis syndrome.12 

The USMSTF, despite its weak strength of recommendation 

and incredibly low evidence, recommends surveillance colo-

noscopy after 1 year in patients with > 10 adenomas removed 

at high-quality index colonoscopy.10 In a single-center study 

conducted in South Korea, which evaluated the metachronous 

advanced neoplasia in 214 patients with > 10 adenomas re-

moved compared to the group with 3 to 10 adenomas removed 

(n = 975), > 10 adenomas were an independent risk factor for 

metachronous advanced neoplasia (OR, 2.25; 95% CI, 1.49–

3.38) during a 4.3-year follow-up.39 Additionally, patients with 

> 10 adenomas have an increased risk of developing familial 

adenomatous polyposis or MUTYH-associated polyposis.40 

Therefore, genetic testing is recommended considering vari-

ous factors such as ≥ 10 adenomas or cumulative lifetime ade-

nomas, age, family history of CRC, and comorbidities (e.g., des-

moid tumor, hepatoblastoma, a cribriform-morular variant of 

papillary thyroid cancer, and congenital hypertrophy of the 

retinal pigment epithelium).41,42

3)  Is a Tubulovillous Adenoma or a Villous Adenoma a 

More Influential Risk Factor That Should Be Considered 

When Shortening the Colonoscopic Surveillance Interval 

Compared to a Tubular Adenoma?
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Statement 3. Shortening of the colonoscopic surveillance 
interval should be considered for patients who have tubulo-
villous or villous adenomas removed at index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Strong recommendation, Level 
of evidence: Low)

For histological classification of the adenomas, adenomas 

with < 25% of villous components are classified as tubular ad-

enomas, those with ≥ 75% of villous components are classified 

as villous adenomas, and those between the 2 ranges are clas-

sified as tubulovillous adenomas.43 According to the 2020 

USMSTF guidelines, similar to the recommendation present-

ed in 2012, removing adenomas with villous histology at index 

colonoscopy was a risk factor for developing advanced neo-

plasia in colonoscopic surveillance.10 Fairley et al.44 conducted 

a multicenter cohort study of 3,300 patients with adenomas 

removed during screening colonoscopy in Pennsylvania, USA. 

They found that patients with adenomas with villous histology 

had a higher risk of advanced adenoma and CRC incidence 

by 3.7-fold and 7.4-fold, respectively, compared to those with-

out villous histology. In a multicenter study conducted in the 

Netherlands, a cohort of 2,990 patients diagnosed with adeno-

ma during index colonoscopy was followed up for 4 years. As 

a result, the risk of advanced adenoma in colonoscopic surveil-

lance doubled for patients with villous adenoma compared 

with those with 1 adenoma on index colonoscopy.45 In the 

same study, the risk of advanced adenoma in colonoscopic 

surveillance was 2.1-fold and 1.7-fold in patients who had 3 

adenomas as well as those with adenomas ≥ 10 mm in size, 

respectively, suggesting that villous adenoma at index colo-

noscopy is a risk factor for advanced adenoma in colonoscop-

ic surveillance.

 According to a large-scale study in Sweden that evaluated 

the risk of CRC in patients with colorectal polyps (n = 178,377) 

compared to the general population (n = 864,831), the HR of 

CRC after 6.6 years of follow-up was 1.41 for patients with tu-

bular adenoma, and 2.56 and 3.82 for those with tubulovillous 

adenoma and villous adenoma, respectively.46 In a cohort study 

conducted in the US, 6,161 patients with adenomas were fol-

lowed for approximately 10 years. Consequently, when patients 

who had adenomas with villous histology at baseline index 

colonoscopy were compared to those without polyps, the HR 

of CRC incidence was 3.17 for tubulovillous adenoma and 

8.51 for villous adenoma, showing a remarkably high HR. For 

those with 1 to 2 adenomas < 10 mm in size, the HR of CRC 

incidence was high 2.91 for adenomas with villous histology; 

however, the risk of CRC incidence was not significantly high 

for tubular adenomas.24 In the same study, the HR of CRC inci-

dence were 3.15, 3.40, and 5.95 for 3 to 10 adenomas, adeno-

mas ≥ 10 mm in size, and adenomas with high-grade dyspla-

sia, respectively. It can be inferred that adenomas with villous 

histology at index colonoscopy are a clear risk factor for CRC 

incidence.

 Although the 2013 ESGE guidelines included an adenoma 

with villous histology at index colonoscopy as a high-risk group 

for CRC incidence and mortality at long-term follow-up, based 

on several recent studies reporting that the risk of CRC was 

not high, an adenoma with villous histology was excluded from 

the high-risk group in the revised 2020 guidelines.11 According 

to a meta-analysis conducted by Saini et al.,47 when tubulovil-

lous adenoma or villous adenoma was removed at baseline 

index colonoscopy, the RR of advanced adenoma in colono-

scopic surveillance after 3 to 4 years of follow-up was not sig-

nificantly higher compared to those patients who had tubular 

adenoma removed (RR, 1.26; 95% CI, 0.95–1.66). According to 

a multicenter, retrospective cohort study conducted in the UK 

by Atkin et al.,21 the CRC incidence after the removal of villous 

adenoma at baseline index colonoscopy was not significantly 

higher than that after the removal of tubular adenoma during 

the 8-year follow-up period (HR, 1.16; 95% CI, 0.71–1.91). Fur-

thermore, the low level of interobserver consistency among 

pathologists in diagnosing villous histology in adenomas is also 

considered an important factor.48

 Similarly, in the UK, due to a low consistency among pathol-

ogists in evaluating villous histology, villous histology has not 

been included in the BSG guidelines from a previous version, 

and villous histology has been excluded from the definition of 

advanced adenoma.12,49 However, the BSG guidelines stated 

that tubulovillous adenoma or villous adenoma detected at 

index colonoscopy is a risk factor for advanced adenoma and 

CRC in the first colonoscopic surveillance and acknowledged 

consistency in the supporting evidence. It is generally known 

that the proportions of tubulovillous adenomas and villous 

adenomas among adenomas are 10% to 15% and 5% to 10%, 

respectively.50 A study in the US by He et al.24 reported the pro-

portion of tubulovillous adenoma and villous adenoma at 19% 

and 4%, respectively, while a study in the UK conducted by At-

kin et al.21 reported a proportion of 47% and 10%, respectively. 

The reason for the high proportion of adenomas with villous 

histology in Atkin et al.’s study is that patients with intermedi-

ate-risk adenomas were the participants in their study, and 

≥ 90% of adenomas had a size ≥ 1 cm in this study. When the 
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ESGE and BSG guidelines excluded adenomas with a villous 

component from the high-risk group for CRC incidence dur-

ing surveillance, the study by Atkin et al.21 was presented as 

supporting evidence. However, as this study was conducted 

on patients with intermediate-risk adenomas, and consequent-

ly, there was no significant difference in the CRC incidence 

between the tubular adenoma and villous adenoma groups, 

careful interpretation of the results is required for these groups. 

In conclusion, each foreign guideline gives differing perspec-

tives on whether villous tissue is considered a high-risk finding 

associated with CRC following polypectomy. However, given 

that the USMSTF still considers villous tissue to be a risk factor 

and that relatively recent research findings corroborate this 

assertion, we have opted to include tubulovillous/villous ade-

noma as risk factors in this guideline.

4)  Is a Serrated Polyp a Risk Factor That Should Be 

Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 4. Colonoscopic surveillance interval should be 
considered shortening in a patient if a SSL with risk factors 
was removed during index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Inconclusive, Level of evidence: 
Low)

To date, there has been no long-term prospective study on mor-

tality due to CRC and advanced neoplasia in patients with SSLs 

on index colonoscopy. Macaron et al.51 reported no evidence 

supporting an increased risk of advanced neoplasia on surveil-

lance colonoscopy after index colonoscopy with SSLs. How-

ever, a case-control study conducted by Erichsen et al.52 sug-

gested that in patients with an SSL and an SSL with dysplasia 

on index colonoscopy, the risk of CRC increased by 3-fold and 

5-fold, respectively, compared to that in patients with normal 

index colonoscopy. However, the study findings were limited 

by the fact that it was unknown whether SSLs were removed 

on index colonoscopy. In a cohort study by Holme et al.,53 the 

risk of CRC in patients with serrated polyps > 10 mm on index 

sigmoidoscopy increased by 4.2-fold and 2.5-fold compared 

to that in patients with no adenoma on index sigmoidoscopy 

and with no index sigmoidoscopy, respectively. However, this 

study had limitations because only 81 patients were included. 

Moreover, it was uncertain whether the results could be ex-

tended to SSLs during colonoscopy. Therefore, based on the 

available results, SSLs on index colonoscopy appear to increase 

the risk of CRC and advanced neoplasia.24,54-59 However, the 

RR and risk factors for CRC and advanced neoplasia compared 

to tubular adenoma have not been conclusively documented 

thus far.

 TSA,60 SSLs larger than 10 mm,58,61-67 and SSLs with dyspla-

sia have a higher risk for CRC and advanced neoplasia than 

SSLs without dysplasia and < 10 mm.57,68 Recent guidelines by 

USMSTF and BSG recommended shortening the colonoscop-

ic surveillance interval if ≥ 5 SSLs without dysplasia and < 10 

mm were removed compared to 1 to 4 SSLs without dysplasia 

and < 10 mm.10,12 Therefore, these factors can be defined as 

high-risk for CRC and advanced neoplasia if accompanied by 

a serrated polyp. Each factor is described as follows.

 According to previous observational studies, a hyperplastic 

polyp on index colonoscopy does not increase the risk of CRC 

or advanced neoplasia. However, these studies are limited be-

cause the analyses were not performed according to the size 

and location of hyperplastic polyps.54,69 The risk of CRC and 

advanced neoplasia reportedly did not increase with small 

hyperplastic polyps in the sigmoid colon and rectum on index 

colonoscopy compared with normal index colonoscopy.9,70 

However, Schreiner et al.58 reported that if a hyperplastic polyp 

or SSL was found in the right colon on index colonoscopy, the 

risk of synchronous advanced neoplasia increased by 1.9-fold, 

and the risk of adenoma on surveillance colonoscopy increased 

by 3.14-fold. Lim et al.71 reported a 4.8-fold increased risk of 

advanced neoplasia with a hyperplastic polyp > 6 mm in the 

left colon on index colonoscopy.

5)  Is a Traditional Serrated Adenoma a Risk Factor That 

Should Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 5. Shortening of the colonoscopic surveillance 
interval should be considered for patients who had TSAs re-
moved at index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Low)

TSAs are lesions with a risk of developing advanced neoplasia; 

however, there is a lack of supporting evidence. In a Danish 

cohort study comparing 2,045 patients with CRC and 8,105 

controls, the number of patients with TSAs at baseline index 

colonoscopy was 14 (0.7%) and 17 (0.2%), respectively, and 

the adjusted OR was 4.84 (95% CI, 2.36–9.93).52 In a prospec-

tive cohort study of 12,955 patients aged 50 to 64 years who 

underwent colonoscopy screening, 81 patients had serrated 

polyps ≥ 10 mm in size. The group with large serrated polyps 
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had a higher risk of CRC incidence than the group without 

polyps (HR, 4.2; 95% CI, 1.3–13.3); thus, large serrated polyps 

were identified as an independent risk factor for CRC incidence 

(HR, 3.3; 95% CI, 1.3–8.6).53 However, among the 81 patients, 

only 1 patient was diagnosed with TSA. In a comparative cross-

sectional study, the incidence of polyps was compared between 

186 patients with TSA and 372 patients with adenoma. The in-

cidence of high-risk adenomas was higher in the TSA group 

(adjusted OR, 2.37; 95% CI, 1.55–3.63).60 To summarize the 

studies on patients with TSAs discussed above, no previous 

study has compared only patients with TSAs with the normal 

group, and even studies that included patients with TSAs had 

fewer participants. Therefore, the BSG and ESGE guidelines 

consider TSAs as lesions with a high CRC or advanced neo-

plasia incidence, as in the case of adenomas, such as serrated 

polyps ≥ 10 mm in size and serrated polyps with dysplasia. 

These gui delines recommend colonoscopic surveillance 3 

years after index colonoscopy; however, the risk of TSA is not 

mentioned separately. In the USMSTF guidelines, colonosco-

py surveillance was recommended 3 years after removing 

TSAs; however, the strength of the recommendation and level 

of evidence was low. Considering the above recommenda-

tions in other guidelines, TSAs are presented as conditional 

recommendations in this guideline.

6)  Is Histology of SSL with Dysplasia a Risk Factor That 

Should Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 6. Shortening the colonoscopic surveillance inter-
val should be considered for patients who had SSLs with dys-
plasia removed at index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Very low)

In a nationwide population-based, nested case-control study 

in Denmark, the OR for future CRC incidence in SSL with dys-

plasia was approximately 5-fold compared to the case without 

polyps (OR, 4.76; 95% CI, 2.59–8.73), the estimated 10-year 

risk of CRC was 4.43% for patients with SSL with dysplasia, 

which was higher than the 0.93% in the group without polyps. 

However, in addition to being a case-control study, another 

limitation is that since this study was conducted based on path-

ological findings only, it was not confirmed whether the pol-

yps detected at baseline index colonoscopy were completely 

removed.52

 In another prospective cohort study, patients with SSLs with 

dysplasia at baseline index colonoscopy showed a 9-fold high-

er incidence of metachronous conventional adenomas com-

pared to controls (RR, 9.03; 95% CI, 1.03–16.03); however, there 

was no significant increase in the development of advanced 

adenoma (RR, 1.00; 95% CI, 0.15–4.32).72 Careful interpreta-

tion of the results is required because these are the secondary 

endpoints of the study, and the number of SSLs with dysplasia 

was small.

 In another retrospective cohort study, high-risk SSLs (SSLs 

≥ 10 mm in size or SSLs with dysplasia) did not correlate with 

advanced neoplasia at follow-up colonoscopy (HR, 0.57; 95% 

CI, 0.14–2.30).55 However, this study has limitations in that the 

number of participants with high-risk SSL was only 27, and 

there was no data on the number of participants with SSLs 

with dysplasia.

 To summarize the evidence discussed above, there is insuf-

ficient evidence to determine whether SSLs with dysplasia in-

crease the risk of advanced adenoma and CRC incidence at 

follow-up colonoscopy. However, SSLs with dysplasia have 

more histological features consistent with CRC than those with-

out dysplasia. Therefore, we recommend that SSLs with dys-

plasia be considered high-risk until more evidence is gathered 

and these patients undergo a repeat colonoscopy within 3 

years. Similarly, the USMSTF, ESGE, and BSG guidelines pub-

lished in 2020 recommended 3-year surveillance colonoscopy 

for patients with SSLs with dysplasia.10-12

7)  Is the Size of a Serrated Polyp a Risk Factor That Should 

Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 7. Shortening the colonoscopic surveillance in-
terval should be considered for patients who were found to 
have serrated polyps ≥10 mm at index colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Very low)

According to a population-based RCT (n = 100,210) in Norway 

from 1999 to 2011, when serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm in size were 

detected at index colonoscopy, the risk of CRC incidence in-

creased by 4.2-fold compared with those without polyps (HR, 

4.2; 95% CI, 1.3–13.3). Moreover, a multivariate logistic regres-

sion analysis revealed that a serrated polyp ≥ 10 mm was an 

independent risk factor for future CRC incidence (OR, 3.3; 95% 

CI, 1.3–8.6; P = 0.020).53 In a cohort study conducted in the US, 

among 122,899 people who underwent flexible sigmoidosco-

py or colonoscopy between 1989 and 2013, when serrated 
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polyps ≥ 10 mm in size were detected, the risk of CRC inci-

dence increased by 3.35-fold compared to cases without pol-

yps (HR, 3.35; 95% CI, 1.37–8.15; P = 0.008).24 In another cohort 

study conducted from 2004 to 2015 in the US among 5,433 

patients, when serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm were detected at in-

dex colonoscopy, detection of new serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm 

in colonoscopic surveillance showed a significant increase 

compared to the cases without adenomas or serrated polyps 

at index colonoscopy (OR, 14.34; 95% CI, 5.03–40.86).56 How-

ever, in a case-control study conducted from 1998 to 2013 in 

the US among 2,723 participants, there was no significant dif-

ference in future advanced neoplasia incidence between 

those detected with SSLs ≥ 10 mm and those with SSLs < 10 

mm (OR, 1.22; 95% CI, 0.29–5.10).73 To summarize the above 

evidence, shortening of the surveillance period should be con-

sidered in patients with serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm at index 

colonoscopy because of the increased risk of CRC incidence 

in colonoscopic surveillance. In the 2020 ESGE and BSG 

guidelines, serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm are classified as high-risk, 

and colonoscopic surveillance is recommended 3 years after 

polypectomy.11,12 The USMSTF guidelines classify serrated 

polyps into different types; for SSLs ≥ 10 mm, colonoscopic 

surveillance is recommended after 3 years, whereas for hyper-

plastic polyps ≥ 10 mm, colonoscopic surveillance is recom-

mended after 3 to 5 years.10

8)  Is the Number of SSLs a Risk Factor That Should 

Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 8. Shortening the colonoscopic surveillance in-
terval may be considered depending on the number of le-
sions for a patient detected with a SSL <10 mm in size at in-
dex colonoscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Very low)

To date, there has been insufficient evidence clarifying wheth-

er the risk of developing CRC or advanced neoplasia increases 

when serrated polyps are removed at the index colonoscopy 

examination. Recent guidelines state that a re-discussion is re-

quired on this matter after more research evidence has been 

gathered.10,12 According to the USMSTF guidelines published 

in 2020, for the removal of SSLs < 10 mm during index colo-

noscopy, colonoscopic surveillance should be performed de-

pending on the number of lesions: 5 to 10 years for 1 to 2 le-

sions, 3 to 5 years for 3 to 4 lesions, and 3 years for 5 to 10 le-

sions. Additionally, if < 20 hyperplastic polyps < 10 mm are 

detected at index colonoscopy, colonoscopic surveillance is 

recommended after 10 years.10 Similarly, the BSG guidelines 

recommend that if there are ≥ 5 serrated polyps on index colo-

noscopy, colonoscopic surveillance is recommended after 3 

years.12 To summarize the above evidence, this guideline rec-

ommends that colonoscopic surveillance intervals according 

to the number of SSLs at index colonoscopy be considered 

based on the strategy for the number of adenomas.

9)  Is Piecemeal Resection of Colorectal Polyps ≥20 mm 

in Size a More Influential Risk Factor, Than En Bloc 

Resection of the Polyps, That Should Be Considered When 

Shortening the Colonoscopic Surveillance Interval?

Statement 9. For patients with piecemeal resection of colo-
rec tal polyps ≥20 mm in size, shortening the colonoscopic 
surve illance interval should be considered. 
(Strength of recommendation: Strong recommendation, Lev-
el of evidence: Low)

Piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps has a higher rate of 

incomplete resection than en bloc resection and is a well-known 

risk factor for local recurrence after colorectal polyp resection. 

In a large-scale prospective study of 1,427 patients, the rate of 

incomplete resection with en bloc resection was reportedly 

8.4%, while that with piecemeal resection was considerably 

higher at 20%.74 According to a meta-analysis published in 

2014, when en bloc resection was performed during endo-

scopic mucosal resection of non-pedunculated colorectal le-

sions, the risk of local recurrence was only 3%. However, in 

cases of piecemeal resection, the risk of recurrence increased 

to 20%.75 In particular, the fact that 75% of the local recurrenc-

es were detected within 3 months after the procedure indi-

cates the importance of early follow-up in the case of piece-

meal resection.75 According to the results of a large-scale mul-

ticenter prospective study by Pellise et al.76 for serrated lesions 

≥ 20 mm published in 2017, the adjusted HR for recurrence of 

colorectal lesions increased to 3.4 when piecemeal resection 

was performed compared to en bloc resection (1.0 vs. 3.4, P =  

0.002).

 In cases of piecemeal resection, the degree of recurrence 

varies depending on the characteristics of the resected le-

sions and the procedure. Tate et al.77 reported that in the case 

of pie cemeal resection for colorectal polyps, the risk of endo-

scopically determined recurrence after piecemeal resection in-

creased if the polyp size was > 40 mm, bleeding occurred 
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during the procedure, or high-grade dysplasia was present. 

Another study reported that the average period from resec-

tion to recurrence decreased as the number of divided le-

sions increased during piecemeal resection.78 However, an-

other recent study reported that the risk of recurrence de-

creased when additional thermal ablation of the post-EMR 

mucosal defect margin was performed after piecemeal resec-

tion of colorectal polyps.79 Therefore, in the case of piecemeal 

resection of colorectal polyps, the operator should pay atten-

tion to follow-up in the following situations: (1) if the polyp is 

large, (2) bleeding occurs during the procedure, and (3) in 

the presence of high-grade dysplasia. Thus, efforts should be 

made to minimize the number of divided lesions when per-

forming piecemeal resections. Additionally, various appro-

aches should be developed to reduce the risk of recurrence 

during piecemeal resection.

 Based on these studies, most foreign guidelines recommend 

a short interval of repeat colonoscopy in cases of piecemeal 

resection of colorectal polyps ≥ 20 mm in size. The 2020 USM-

STF guidelines recommend that in cases of piecemeal resec-

tion of adenomas ≥ 20 mm or SSLs ≥ 20 mm, the first colono-

scopic surveillance should be conducted within 6 months, the 

second surveillance should be conducted 1 year after the first 

colonoscopic surveillance, and the third surveillance should 

be conducted 3 years after the second colonoscopic surveil-

lance.10 The ESGE guidelines published in 2020 also recom-

mend colonoscopic surveillance within 3 to 6 months after 

piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps ≥ 20 mm, similar to 

the recommendation of the USMSTF guidelines.11 However, 

unlike the 2013 ESGE guidelines, where the reference polyp 

size was set at 10 mm, the reference size of polyps was increa-

sed to ≥ 20 mm according to these guidelines. This is because 

most of the studies presented as evidence for the recommen-

dation were conducted with polyps ≥ 20 mm. To summarize, 

colorectal polyps ≥ 20 mm in size showed an increasing trend 

of recurrence rate when piecemeal resection was performed 

compared to en bloc resection. The extent to which piecemeal 

resection increases the risk of metachronous advanced neo-

plasia development remains unclear. However, considering 

that colorectal polyps ≥ 20 mm in size increase the risk of CRC 

in the long-term, the risk of advanced neoplasia development 

is predicted to increase at recurrence after piecemeal resec-

tion. Therefore, in cases of piecemeal resection of colorectal 

polyps ≥ 20 mm, colonoscopic surveillance is recommended 

6 months after the procedure.

10)  Is a Family History of CRC a Risk Factor That Should 

Be Considered When Shortening the Colonoscopic 

Surveillance Interval?

Statement 10. Shortening the postpolypectomy colono-
scopic surveillance interval is not recommended in patients 
with a family history of CRC. 
(Strength of recommendation: Conditional recommenda-
tion, Level of evidence: Low)

Several studies have been performed to determine the effect 

of a family history of CRC on advanced adenoma or CRC inci-

dence. In 2015, Jang et al.80 conducted a retrospective analysis 

of the results of colonoscopic surveillance of 434 patients who 

had advanced adenoma removed; however, the family history 

of CRC did not increase the risk of developing advanced ade-

noma during surveillance colonoscopies. In 2016, Park et al.81 

performed a retrospective analysis of the results of colonoscop-

ic surveillance in 1,479 patients with advanced adenoma re-

moved in a multi-institutional study with the participation of 

13 Korean hospitals. The results showed that the risk of ade-

noma or CRC incidence (HR, 0.97; 95% CI, 0.69–1.38; P = 0.883) 

and the risk of developing advanced adenoma (HR, 0.61; 95% 

CI, 0.23–1.67; P = 0.338) showed no statistically significant in-

crease in patients with a family history of CRC than those with-

out. Additionally, in a prospective analysis of 8 studies on the 

risk of advanced adenoma or CRC incidence by conducting 

colonoscopic surveillance for 9,167 patients with adenomas 

removed, no significant correlation was observed between 

the risk of adenoma or advanced adenoma and family history 

of CRC.82 In 2018, Jacobs et al.83 analyzed the results of colo-

noscopic surveillance of 7,697 patients with adenomas re-

moved from 8 studies, which included 6 RCTs, and the results 

did not hint at an increased risk of advanced adenoma or 

CRC in patients with a family history of CRC (OR, 1.15; 95 % CI, 

0.96–1.37).

 To summarize the above evidence, most studies that ana-

lyzed the relationship between a family history of CRC and 

the risk of developing advanced adenoma or CRC in colono-

scopic surveillance after polyp removal did not present a 

high level of evidence on the correlation and no statistically 

significant correlation was observed. Moreover, as most 

studies either excluded patients with hereditary CRC, such 

as familial adenomatous polyposis and hereditary nonpol-

yposis CRC (Lynch syndrome) or were not sufficiently large 

to include these patients, we hereby specify that this state-

ment is not a recommendation for patients with hereditary 
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CRC. If there is a family history of CRC and related tumors, 

the possibility of hereditary CRC should be carefully exam-

ined, and a colonoscopic surveillance plan should be estab-

lished accordingly.

2. Timing of Postpolypectomy Surveillance
1)  For Patients without CRC-Related High-Risk Findings 

after Resecting the Polyps, What Is the Appropriate Timing 

and Interval for Colonoscopic Surveillance?

Statement 11. If there are no high-risk findings related to 
CRC after complete resection of polyps at high-quality in-
dex colonoscopy performed with adequate bowel prepara-
tion, colonoscopic surveillance after 5 to 10 years from pol-
ypectomy is recommended. However, if the above prereq-
uisites are not satisfied or if a high-risk finding of CRC inci-
dence was detected after polypectomy before conducting 
index colonoscopy, the surveillance interval can be short-
ened even if no high-risk finding was detected at index colo-
noscopy. 
(Strength of recommendation: Strong recommendation, 
Level of evidence: Moderate)

In the 2012 Korean guidelines, following a systematic literature 

search and meta-analysis, an increased risk of developing ad-

vanced neoplasia was considered when at least one of the fol-

lowing findings was observed at index colonoscopy after pol-

ypectomy, and the cases were defined as having a high-risk 

finding: ≥ 3 adenomas, adenomas ≥ 10 mm in size, tubulovil-

lous or villous adenoma, adenoma with high-grade dysplasia, 

and serrated polyp ≥ 10 mm in size.9 In 2007, Lieberman et al.84 

reported that in the case of < 3 tubular adenomas < 10 mm at 

index colonoscopy, the incidence of advanced neoplasia with-

in 5.5 years of the surveillance interval was 4.6%, indicating a 

higher RR of 1.92 (95% CI, 0.83–4.42) compared to the controls 

without adenomas; however, the difference was not statistical-

ly significant. Compared with controls, however, there was a 

significant increase in the risk of advanced neoplasia incidence 

at 11.9% (RR, 5.01; 95% CI, 2.10–11.96) in the case of ≥ 3 ade-

nomas < 10 mm, 15.5% (RR, 6.40; 95% CI, 2.74–14.94) for ade-

nomas ≥ 10 mm, 16.1% (RR, 6.05; 95% CI, 2.48–14.71) for vil-

lous adenoma, and 17.4% (RR, 6.87; 95% CI, 4.61–18.07) for 

adenomas with high-grade dysplasia.84 In a single prospective 

cohort study conducted in South Korea published in 2011 for 

3,803 asymptomatic patients aged 50 to 69 years, when < 3 

adenomas < 10 mm were detected at index colonoscopy, the 

5-year cumulative incidence of advanced neoplasia showed 

no significant difference (2.4% vs. 2.0%; HR, 1.14; 95% CI, 0.61–

2.17) over controls. However, for adenomas ≥ 10 mm, ≥ 3 ade-

nomas, villous adenomas, or adenomas with high-grade dys-

plasia, the 5-year cumulative incidence of advanced neoplasia 

was high at 12.2% and the advanced neoplasia developed with-

in 3 to 4 years in most cases.85 Considered together, the previ-

ous guidelines recommended a surveillance interval of 5 years 

for cases without high-risk findings of advanced neoplasia at 

index colonoscopy by differentiating from the cases with high-

risk findings, but the level of evidence was low.

 In many cohort studies conducted since 2012, the risk of 

CRC incidence and mortality in cases of adenomas without 

high-risk findings after polypectomy was similar to the normal 

findings at index colonoscopy.24,28,36,86 In 2018, Click et al.28 per-

formed a post-hoc analysis of RCT results on the effect of CRC 

screening of flexible sigmoidoscopy conducted since 1993. 

They reported that in the case of adenomas < 10 mm without 

villous adenoma or high-grade dysplasia, there was no signifi-

cant difference in the risk of developing CRC within 15 years 

compared to those without adenomas (RR, 1.2; 95% CI, 0.8–

1.7; P = 0.300). In 2020, He et al.24 also reported that in the case 

of adenomas < 10 mm in size without villous adenoma or high-

grade dysplasia (HR, 1.21; 95% CI, 0.68–2.16; P = 0.520) and ser-

rated lesions < 10 mm (HR, 1.25; 95% CI, 0.76–2.08; P = 0.380), 

there was no significant difference in the risk of 10-year CRC 

incidence, respectively, compared to the controls without pol-

yps. In some studies, the risk of CRC incidence and mortality 

was significantly reduced in the case of adenomas without a 

high-risk finding after polypectomy at index colonoscopy com-

pared with the general population. This is thought to be be-

cause endoscopic resection of adenomas without high-risk 

findings detected at index colonoscopy contributes to prevent-

ing CRC morbidity and mortality.5,22,87 Additionally, a retro-

spective cohort study published by He et al.24 in 2020 reported 

that adenomas < 10 mm in size without villous adenoma or 

high-grade dysplasia and serrated lesions <10 mm showed no 

increased risk of 10-year CRC incidence compared with con-

trols without polyps, regardless of the status or number of sur-

veillance colonoscopies. Therefore, there is an increasing body 

of evidence in recent studies suggesting that surveillance colo-

noscopy has no additional effect on reducing CRC incidence 

when there is no CRC-related high-risk finding after polypec-

tomy. Meta-analyses have reported that the incidence of ad-

vanced neoplasia in colonoscopic surveillance conducted with-

in 5 years is higher for adenomas without high-risk findings at 

index colonoscopy than in the normal group; however, the re-

sults also include those without statistical significance.88,89
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 Individuals without CRC-related high-risk findings after pol-

ypectomy are deemed as the group with the same risk level as 

the normal group in terms of CRC incidence, suggesting that 

the same colonoscopic surveillance interval could be set for 

the normal group. Considering that the main purpose of colo-

noscopic surveillance is to reduce CRC incidence and mortal-

ity, this point should be considered as a clear guideline. A colo-

noscopic surveillance interval of 10 years is generally recom-

mended for the normal group.10 Therefore, colonoscopic sur-

veillance may be recommended 10 years after polypectomy 

for individuals with no CRC-related high-risk findings. How-

ever, the prerequisite to this recommendation is the complete 

resection of polyps at high-quality index colonoscopy con-

ducted under adequate bowel preparation. In Korea, consid-

ering the relatively low medical costs and high accessibility to 

healthcare services, the 5-year interval, according to previous 

guidelines, can serve as an alternative for the transition period 

to some extent. In the future, if more data on colonoscopic sur-

veillance at 10-year intervals are gathered, the 10-year interval 

may be established as a recommendation in individuals with 

no CRC-related high-risk findings following polypectomy. There-

fore, colonoscopic surveillance should be conducted 5 to 10 

years after polypectomy if there are no high-risk findings relat-

ed to CRC at index colonoscopy.

2)  For Patients with CRC-Related High-Risk Findings after 

Resection of Polyps, What Is the Appropriate Timing and 

Interval for Colonoscopic Surveillance?

Statement 12. In the case of CRC-related high-risk findings 
after polypectomy in high-quality index colonoscopy (ade-
noma ≥10 mm; 3 to 5 or more adenomas; tubulovillous ade-
noma or villous adenoma; adenoma with high-grade dys-
plasia; traditional serrated adenoma; SSL with dysplasia;  
serrated polyp ≥10 mm; 3 to 5 or more SSLs), shortening of   
the colonoscopic surveillance interval should be consid-
ered by analyzing the specifics of each situation. However, 
in the case when the above prerequisites have not been sat-
isfied or considering the colonoscopy findings prior to in-

Fig. 1. Recommendations for post-polypectomy colonoscopic surveillance.

High quality baseline colonoscopy Recommendations for  
post-polypectomy surveillance

3 YearsAdenoma ≥10 mm

3 Years5–10 Adenomas

3 YearsAdenoma with villous or tubulovillous

3 YearsAdenoma with high grade dysplasia

3 YearsTraditional serrated adenoma

3 YearsSessile serrated lesion with dysplasia

3 YearsSerrated polyp ≥10 mm

3 Years≥5 Sessile serrated lesions

3–5 Years3–4 Adenomas

3–5 Years3–4 Sessile serrated lesions

5–10 YearsColonoscopy without high-risk findings

>10 Adenomas 1 Year
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In cases of CRC-related high-risk findings after polypectomy 

at index colonoscopy, the colonoscopic surveillance interval 

should be shortened, and such high-risk findings can be de-

termined based on the size, number, and histological findings 

of resected polyps. In this guideline, the colonoscopic surveil-

lance interval is presented in Table 4 and Fig. 1 according to 

specific situations.

 In a large-scale prospective US cohort study enrolling 15,935 

patients detected with polyps at index colonoscopy, the risk of 

CRC incidence in patients with advanced neoplasia was 13% 

higher than in those without.28 In another large cohort study in 

the US of 3,300 patients, for a high-risk group with adenomas 

≥ 10 mm in size, the risk of advanced neoplasia incidence in-

creased by 3.6-fold (OR, 3.6; 95% CI, 2.8–4.5), and by 5.2-fold 

for CRC incidence (OR, 5.2; 95% CI, 1.8–15.1) in colonoscopic 

surveillance.44 In a large prospective cohort study conducted 

in Poland that enrolled 236,089 patients with polyps detected 

at index colonoscopy, the SIR of CRC increased in high-risk 

groups with the polyps ≥ 20 mm in size (2.07; 95% CI, 1.40–

2.93) or adenomas with high-grade dysplasia (0.79; 95% CI, 

0.39–1.41).22 According to a multi-institutional prospective 

study in Korea conducted with 372 patients, the risk of devel-

oping advanced neoplasia during colonoscopic surveillance 

increased by 2.37-fold (OR, 2.37; 95% CI, 1.55–3.63) in the high-

risk group with tubulovillous adenoma or villous adenoma at 

index colonoscopy.60 According to a cohort study conducted 

in the US of 5,433 patients, those detected with serrated pol-

yps ≥ 10 mm at index colonoscopy had a 14.34-fold increase 

in the risk of serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm in colonoscopic surveil-

lance (OR, 14.34; 95% CI, 5.03–40.86). However, the risk of de-

veloping advanced neoplasia in colonoscopic surveillance did 

not increase significantly.56 When the number of adenomas 

was ≥ 3 at index colonoscopy, the risk of advanced neoplasia 

incidence increased by 1.61-fold (OR, 1.61; 95% CI, 1.46–1.78),12 

and the risk of CRC by 4.3-fold (OR, 4.3; 95% CI, 1.40–12.90).44 

Additionally, when there were 1 to 2 adenomas and 3 to 4 ad-

enomas < 10 mm, the incidence of advanced neoplasia in colo-

noscopic surveillance was similar at 1.4% and 1.8%, respec-

tively, whereas in the case of ≥ 5 adenomas < 10 mm, the ad-

vanced neoplasia incidence was 5%. This indicates that with 

an increase in the number of adenomas, there is a significant 

increase in the risk of developing advanced neoplasia.29 There-

fore, in cases with high-risk findings of advanced neoplasia at 

index colonoscopy, colonoscopic surveillance is needed to 

detect advanced neoplasia and reduce CRC incidence and 

mortality.

 Most high-quality studies related to risk factors for advanced 

neoplasia incidence are follow-up studies conducted with a 

cohort of participants in polyp prevention trials. These studies 

were conducted after the National Polyp Study, and surveil-

lance was performed after the index colonoscopy. In these stud-

ies, the risk of advanced adenoma increased in the high-risk 

group in surveillance conducted 3 years after index colonos-

copy, but the actual CRC incidence was rare. Thus, based on 

the evidence, the adequate timing of surveillance for the high-

risk group may be recommended as 3 years. Recent studies 

compared the colonoscopic surveillance interval of 3 years to 

the interval within 3 years. In the case of surveillance interval 

at 3 years, although the incidence of advanced adenoma was 

high (OR, 2.02; 95% CI, 1.19–3.42), there was no significant dif-

ference in terms of CRC incidence and mortality; thus, the ap-

propriate colonoscopic surveillance interval for high-risk groups 

may be recommended as 3 years.21,90 However, in many cases, 

patients who participated in the National Polyp Study and oth-

er clinical studies underwent high-quality examination by 

colonoscopists. Those who had complete resection status of 

the polyps examined before inclusion in the study underwent 

a clearing colonoscopy to remove missed polyps. Moreover, 

considering that many studies excluded patients with a family 

history of CRC, in determining surveillance timing in clinical 

practice, it is recommended that in addition to the number or 

size of adenomas, histological features, and distribution observed 

at index colonoscopy, detailed information on the quality of 

colonoscopy examination, family history of CRC, and medical 

history should also be additionally considered.

 Another point to consider is that when the examination of 

patients shows 2 or more findings among the findings corre-

sponding to the high-risk group that increases the risk of de-

tection of CRC or advanced neoplasia in postpolypectomy col-

onoscopic surveillance, a few studies have examined whether 

such cases of multiple findings increase the level of risk. Ac-

cording to a study by Atkin et al.91 in 1992 using rectosigmoid-

oscopy, in the high-risk group that had villous adenoma/tubu-

lovillous adenoma or adenomas ≥ 10 mm in size at the base-

line examination, the SIR of CRC for the group with 1 adeno-

dex colonoscopy, the status of adenoma resection, systemic 
condition of the patient, family history, and medical history 
of the patient, the surveillance interval can be further ad-
justed. 
(Strength of recommendation: Strong recommendation, 
Level of evidence: Moderate)
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ma was 2.9 (95% CI, 1.80–4.50), and for the group with 2 or 

more adenomas, the CRC SIR increased to 6.6 (95% CI, 3.30–

11.80). In 2000, Noshirwani et al.92 reported that if there were 3 

adenomas < 10 mm in size at index colonoscopy, the risk of 

developing advanced adenoma was estimated to be 8.5% in 

the surveillance conducted after 42 months, and for cases of 

≥ 3 adenomas with the largest of them was ≥ 10 mm, the risk 

increased to 21.3%. Additionally, if there were ≥ 4 adenomas 

< 10 mm in size, the risk of developing advanced adenoma 

was estimated to be 15.3% in the surveillance, and for cases of 

≥ 4 adenomas, with the largest being ≥ 10 mm, the risk increa-

sed up to 34.5%. According to a study by Anderson et al.56 in 

2018 using colonoscopy, the risk of detecting advanced ade-

noma in colonoscopic surveillance was 3.86 (95% CI, 2.77–

5.39) in the group that had only adenomas with high-grade 

dysplasia at the baseline examination; however, for the group 

with both the adenomas with high-grade dysplasia and serrat-

ed lesions, the risk increased to 16.04 (95% CI, 6.95–37.00). In 

a Korean study, the risk of finding advanced adenoma in the 

surveillance conducted after 3 years was estimated to be 10.7% 

in the group that was detected to have only adenomas at in-

dex colonoscopy, while the risk increased to 17.9% when both 

adenomas and serrated lesions were detected.93 These find-

ings indicate that the risk of advanced neoplasia increases if 

the patient has multiple findings that correspond to the high-

risk group. Based on this evidence, if there are 2 or more find-

ings corresponding to the high-risk group, there is a possibility 

that the surveillance interval should be shortened; however, 

owing to the lack of research in these areas, it is challenging to 

recommend a clear guideline for surveillance interval.

DISCUSSION

Patients with colorectal polyps removed have an increased 

risk of developing colorectal polyps or neoplasia in the future; 

therefore, management based on appropriate colonoscopic 

surveillance is required.4,5 This is a well-established fact over 

time, and appropriate colonoscopic surveillance is essential 

for establishing a long-term CRC prevention strategy. To this 

end, many medical societies in Korea and abroad have devel-

oped and distributed guidelines for postpolypectomy colono-

scopic surveillance. Since 2020, USMSTF, ESGE, and BSG 

have completed updating these guidelines. In line with these 

changes, the Guidelines Development Committee of South 

Korea presents the interval of postpolypectomy colonoscopic 

surveillance for Korean patients with colorectal polyps based 

on the following literature review. At index colonoscopy, if the 

patient is detected to have at least one of the following, the pa-

tient is classified as the high-risk group with an increased risk 

of future CRC incidence: (1) adenoma ≥ 10 mm; (2) 3 to 5 or 

more adenomas; (3) tubulovillous adenoma or villous adeno-

ma; (4) adenoma with high-grade dysplasia; (5) TSA; (6) SSL 

with dysplasia; (7) serrated polyp ≥ 10 mm; and (8) 3 to 5 or 

more SSLs. For the above high-risk groups, we recommend 

shortening the interval of postpolypectomy colonoscopic sur-

surveillance; for those without the specified high-risk polypec-

tomy findings, colonoscopic surveillance should be conducted 

5 to 10 years after polypectomy.

 Adequate bowel preparation and high-quality examination 

are among the most important factors for establishing an ap-

propriate interval for colonoscopic surveillance. Therefore, in 

the case of this guideline, unlike previous guidelines, the defi-

nitions of adequate bowel preparation and high-quality ex-

amination were specified in detail in the process of guideline 

development. In cases of inadequate examination at index 

colonoscopy, subsequent colonoscopic surveillance may be 

needed to complement the initial inadequate examination, 

which is a significant limitation. According to a large cohort 

study, an inadequate level of colonoscopy examination at 

baseline increased the risk of CRC incidence and mortality af-

ter polypectomy regardless of colonoscopic surveillance.21 In-

adequate bowel preparation also increases the colonoscopic 

miss rate of colorectal polyps. Accordingly, most guidelines 

recommend that the postpolypectomy colonoscopic surveil-

lance interval be applied to patients with adequate bowel 

preparation.94 Therefore, adequate bowel preparation and high-

quality examinations in clinical practice are crucial, and both 

must be checked as prerequisites before colonoscopic sur-

veillance.

 According to the present guidelines, it was concluded that 

the risk of advanced neoplasia and CRC incidence increased 

during colonoscopy surveillance when the number of adeno-

mas at index colonoscopy was 3 to 5 or more. This was con-

firmed based on the meta-analysis reviewed when preparing 

the present guidelines as well as the recently revised USMSTF 

guidelines. As discussed in the previous section, according to 

the meta-analysis, there was a statistically significant increase 

in the RR of developing advanced neoplasia in the group that 

had 3 to 5 or more adenomas removed compared with the 

group with 1 to 2 adenomas removed. Furthermore, the RR of 

CRC incidence increased with the number of adenomas, al-

though this increase was not statistically significant. Therefore, 
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in terms of determining the risk of future CRC and advanced 

neoplasia for evaluating the present guidelines, it was deter-

mined that there is a risk of 3 to 5 adenomas or more. The US-

MSTF guidelines also recommend colonoscopic surveillance 

3 to 5 years after developing ≥ 3 adenomas, although the sur-

veillance interval was slightly longer than in previous guide-

lines.10 However, in the BSG and ESGE guidelines, if the num-

ber of adenomas is ≥ 5, the case is considered high-risk.11,12 This 

is thought to reflect the results of recently published studies 

showing that the risk of advanced neoplasia did not significant-

ly increase when the number of adenomas was < 5.21,28 As more 

research evidence is gathered in the future, the colonoscopic 

surveillance interval may change according to the number of 

adenomas.

 A serrated polyp in the colon is an umbrella term used to 

describe hyperplastic polyps, SSLs, and TSA based on patho-

logical diagnostic criteria.95 Serrated polyps cause CRC through 

the serrated pathway rather than carcinogenesis by general 

adenomas and are currently recognized as important risk fac-

tors for CRC and interval CRC.56,96,97 Therefore, recent interna-

tional guidelines have added more content to colonoscopic 

surveillance of these serrated polyps. In the previous ESGE 

guidelines published in 2013, there was no recommendation 

regarding serrated polyps. However, in the revised guidelines 

in 2020, if the size of the serrated polyps is ≥ 10 mm or if it con-

tains dysplasia, colonoscopic surveillance is recommended 

after 3 years.11 The BSG guidelines published in 2020 also spec-

ify serrated polyps as premalignant.12 However, small (1–5 mm) 

hyperplastic polyps in the rectum were excluded from the 

classification. In the case of the USMSTF guidelines, catego-

rized repeat colonoscopy intervals are presented for serrated 

polyps, and the interval is set similar to the surveillance inter-

val for adenomas in general.10 For SSLs ≥ 10 mm or those con-

taining dysplasia, the recommended colonoscopic surveillance 

interval was 3 years. Similarly, when the number of detected 

SSLs is 5 to 10 or if it contains TSA, it is recommended to con-

duct colonoscopic surveillance after 3 years. In the case of the 

present Korean guidelines, adding to the recommendation of 

previous guidelines in which only serrated polyps ≥ 10 mm 

are classified as the high-risk group, SSLs with dysplasia, 3 to 5 

or more SSLs, or detection of TSA were also categorized as the 

high-risk group. For these findings, conducting colonoscopic 

surveillance after 3 years is recommended.

 This revised edition of the Korean guidelines contains new 

additions compared to previous guidelines, as well as parts 

that are not specifically stated, as in the case of previous guide-

lines. The case for piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps is a 

new addition to this revision. The guidelines published in 2012 

had no recommendation on the colonoscopic surveillance in-

terval for piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps.9 This is be-

cause there have been only a few relevant studies in the past, 

and there was insufficient evidence to recommend a specific 

colonoscopic surveillance interval. Many studies on the devel-

opment of metachronous colorectal neoplasia at piecemeal 

resection were published after 2012.74-76 In line with the research 

evidence, foreign guidelines revised in 2020 all contain recom-

mendations for conducting colonoscopic surveillance 3 to 6 

months after piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps ≥ 20 

mm.10-12 In this revised edition of the guidelines, considering 

the results of more studies gathered to date and overseas guide-

lines, although the level of evidence is low, it was judged that 

the risk of metachronous advanced neoplasia increases in the 

case of piecemeal resection of colorectal polyps ≥ 20 mm; there-

fore, conducting colonoscopic surveillance after 6 months is 

recommended. Unlike piecemeal resection, the revised guide-

lines did not present a separate timing for the second colono-

scopic surveillance as in the past guidelines. This is because 

there is a lack of evidence in terms of research on second colo-

noscopic surveillance, and foreign guidelines also show differ-

ences and inconsistencies in their recommendations. Addi-

tionally, given the high level of accessibility to colonoscopy in 

Korea, it is difficult to present specific recommendations for 

second colonoscopic surveillance at this point.

 The age at which postpolypectomy colonoscopic surveil-

lance is stopped differs slightly depending on the guidelines; 

in most cases, the recommended age is 75 to 80 years.11,12 How-

ever, research on elderly patients regarding the age for stop-

ping postpolypectomy colonoscopic surveillance has provid-

ed insufficient evidence. Since this issue is highly dependent 

on the accessibility of medical resources in each country as 

well as the health condition of individual patients, there is a 

limit to applying uniform criteria for all patients. Moreover, 

since complications from colonoscopy show an increasing 

trend in the elderly, careful weighing of the possible harm caused 

by colonoscopy surveillance is important.98,99 Therefore, the 

judgment of individual physicians considering the various fac-

tors described above is thought to be important in clinical prac-

tice, and it is necessary to provide proper explanations regard-

ing the benefits and harms of colonoscopic surveillance for el-

derly patients.
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CONCLUSION 

This guideline is a revision of the guidelines published in 2012 

and is the second version in Korea. Although some studies on 

postpolypectomy colonoscopic surveillance have been con-

ducted in Korea since 2012, the available data are still limited 

in this field. In Western countries, the healthcare environment 

is fundamentally different from that of Korea, and in particular, 

there are considerable differences in terms of examination 

cost and access to colonoscopy. Guidelines greatly influence 

the clinical practice of physicians, and the scope of the influ-

ence is not limited to individual physicians but affects the en-

tire country beyond local communities. Therefore, for Korean 

guidelines, the utility of medical resources should be consid-

ered in the future, and a cost-effectiveness analysis should be 

performed as a starting point. A cost-effectiveness analysis 

should be conducted based on research data in Korea in ac-

cordance with the domestic healthcare environment, and if 

necessary, a comparative analysis with other countries should 

be conducted. The present guidelines are expected to help phy-

sicians select more efficient and optimal methods for treating 

patients in real-world clinical settings. The last point to men-

tion is that since there is a practical limitation to making deci-

sions based only on guidelines considering clinical informa-

tion of individual patients and various situations, the clinical 

judgment of individual physicians about the surveillance meth-

od and timing derived by synthesizing the guidelines and us-

ing various clinical data is thought to be the most important.
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